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Milky Way Dark Matter
• From observations: compilation of rotation curve measurements, plus 
baryonic models indicates dark matter inside the solar circle
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Pato, Iocco, & Bertone, JCAP 12 (2015)
subparsec
regime?
Milky Way Dark Matter
• From simulations: State-of-the-art N-body + hydrodynamics simulations 
Gammaldi et al., PRD 94 (2016)
A Dark Matter Spike?
• As SMBH forms, it dominates 
the potential in the inner galaxy
• Dark matter particles are 
dragged into the deepening 
potential well
• If the growth of the SMBH is 
slow enough, conservation of 
dark matter angular momentum 
and mass yields a “spike”
Gondolo & Silk, PRL 83 1719 (1999)
Profile Form
• Roughly:
• Key features: 
• looks like initial (uncontracted) profile at large radii 
• density saturates at small radii:
• “spike” between          and 
Spike Details
• Roughly:
•        is related to sphere of influence of BH (~0.4 pc)
•           is the radius at which 
•                               and
• Note
• For collisionless DM and adiabatic growth of the BH,
Shelton, Shapiro, & Fields, PRL 115 (2015)
Ferrarese & Ford,
Sp. Sci. Rev. (2005)
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Dark Matter Spike
What is not included?
• Gravitational interactions between DM and baryons
• scattering of DM on stars → “heating” of DM 
• invisible compact objects
• dramatic dynamical changes (mergers, etc.)
• DM self-interactions
• If growth is not adiabatic (BH appears suddenly)
• even if seed is large and then growth is adiabatic
• BH off-center
eg. Gnedin & Primack, PRL 93 (2004);
Vasiliev & Zelnikov, PRD 78 (2008)
Ullio, Zhao,
& Kamionkowski (2001)
➡ all “flatten” the spike
Shapiro & Paschalidis (2014)
eg. Fields, Shapiro, & Shelton, PRL 113 (2014)
eg. Merritt et al., PRL 88 (2002)
Spike Details
• Rough form:
• Stars near the BH have much larger KE than DM, so tend to “heat up” 
the DM, which flattens the spike: 
•                                  with                                    Merritt, PRL (2004)
•                           (?)        Bertone & Merritt (2005); Vasieliev & Zelnikov (2008)
•                                                                            Merritt, PRL (2004)
• another way of thinking of this is that it changes 
“idealized”
“depleted”
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DM Annihilations in the Spike
• Flux will contribute to GC point source
• Fermi-LAT GC point source is 3FGL source J1745.6-2859c (Sgr A*)
• Integrated flux from 1 to 100 GeV is
• Note: we take                         .  Flux scales with integrated photon count.
• Subnote: The spectrum may be important: Fermi’s PSF is highly 
energy-dependent below 10 GeV!  This is not included.
Depleted Spike - Complete Picture
Observational Reach
Observational Reach
Idealized SpikeDepleted Spike
An Interesting Example
•singlet DM coupled to SM fermions via charged scalars
• s-wave annihilation is chirality suppressed ~
• p-wave is velocity-suppressed (               ) at freeze-out
• Solution:  L-R mixing eliminates chirality-suppression
➜ bino DM ➜ b squarks➜b quarks
-observation,onewouldneedhσvixf ∼0.7pb(seealso[26]),
whichispossibleifsfermionsaresufficientlylight.Relaxing
scalarmassuniversalityallowsustorevivescenarioswith
electroweak-scalebinolikeneutralinodarkmatterthatanni-
hilatesvialightsleptonexchange,whileheavysquarks
satisfyallcolliderconstraintsandboosttheHiggsmassto
therangemeasuredattheLHC.Werefertothisscenarioas
thenewbulkregion.
Inthenewbulkregion,theleadingdarkmatterannihi-
lationchannelis ~χ ~χ→l¯l,throught-channelexchangeof
sleptons(thisscenarioisalsoconsideredin[27],andthe
l¼τscenarioisdiscussedindetailin[28]).Forsimplicity,
hereweassumeapurebinoLSP. 1Thebino-lepton-slepton
termsoftheinteractionLagrangianare
Lint ¼λL ~lL ~¯χPL lþλR ~lR ~¯χPR lþλ #L ~l #L l¯PR ~χþλ #R ~l #R l¯PL ~χ;ð4Þ
wherethesubscriptsLandRdenotethechiraleigen-
statesoftheslepton.Thesleptonmasseigenstatesare
relatedtothechiraleigenstatesviathemixingparameter
αby!~l1~l2 "¼ !cosα−sinα
sinα
cosα "!~lL~lR ":
ð5Þ
TheCP-violatingphase,φ,isabsorbedinthecoupling
constants
λL ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2 pgYL e i φ2;
λR ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2 pgYR e −i φ2;
ð6Þ
wherethemagnitudesoftheconstantsaredeterminedby
thehyperchargesYL ,YR andthehyperchargecouplingg.
TheLagrangianinEq.(4)leadstotheannihilation
processesdisplayedinFig.1.
Becausebinoannihilationexhibitsnos-channelreso-
nances,onecanexpandhσviinpowersofT=m
~χ [25,29]as
hσvi∼c0 þc1 $Tm~χ %;
ð7Þ
wherec0 isthevelocity-independents-wavecontribution,
c0 ¼ m 2~χ2π g 4Y 2L Y 2R cos 2αsin 2α $
1
m 2~l1 þm 2~χ −
1
m 2~l2 þm 2~χ %2;ð8Þ
andc1 isthev 2-suppressedcontribution, 2
c1 ¼ m 2~χ2π g 4  ðY 4L cos 4αþY 4R sin 4αÞðm 4~l1 þm 4~χ Þ
ðm 2~l1 þm 2~χ Þ 4
þ ðY 4L sin 4αþY 4R cos 4αÞðm 4~l2 þm 4~χ Þ
ðm 2~l2 þm 2~χ Þ 4
þ 2ðY 4L þY 4R Þsin 2αcos 2αðm 2~l1 m 2~l2 þm 4~χ Þ
ðm 2~l1 þm 2~χ Þ 2ðm 2~l2 þm 2~χ Þ 2
þ Y 2L Y 2R sin 2αcos 2αðm 2~l1 −m 2~l2 Þ 2
2ðm 2~l1 þm 2~χ Þ 4ðm 2~l2 þm 2~χ Þ 4 h3m 4~l1 m 4~l2 −52m 4~χ m 2~l1 m 2~l2 þ3m 8~χ
−14m 2~χ &m 2~l1 þm 2~l2 '&m 4~χ þm 2~l1 m 2~l2 '−5m 4~χ &m 4~l1 þm 4~l2 'i !:
ð9Þ
Herewehaveassumedthefermionmassestobesmall,i.e.
ml =m
~li →
0(notethatc0 andc1 dodependonφinterms
proportionaltoml ).Inthesubsequentanalysis,wewilluse
thefullml -dependentformsofc0 andc1 .Theeffectisonly
significantforannihilationstoτleptons.
Ifsinð2αÞissmall,thenthep-wavetermdominatesthe
annihilationcrosssection,resultinginroughlyafactorof
10suppressioninthecrosssectionatfreeze-out,and
yieldinganegligibleannihilationcrosssectioninthe
currentepoch.Butifsinð2αÞ∼Oð1Þ,thentheannihilation
crosssectioncanbeunsuppressedbothatfreeze-outandin
thecurrentepoch.B.Dipolemoments
Inthisscenario,acontributiontotheelectricormagnetic
dipolemomentsoftheStandardModelleptonscanarise
fromone-loopvertexcorrectiondiagramswiththebinoand
FIG.1.TheannihilationFeynmandiagram.
2Thev 2-suppressedtermsarisefromboththes-waveand
p-wavematrixelements,butthes-wavetermswillvanishinthe
sinð2αÞ→
0limit.
1DopingtheLSPwithsomeHiggsinocontentwouldenhance
theannihilationcrosssection.Wedonotconsiderthiscase
further,exceptinabriefcommentinSec.IV.
MSSMDARKMATTERANDALIGHTSLEPTONSECTOR:…
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Fukushima, Kelso, Kumar, Sandick, & Yamamoto, (2014)
• Four mass parameters: 
• Yukawas,            , CPV phase,     , scalar mixing angle,
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Fukushima, Kelso, Kumar, Sandick, & Yamamoto, (2014)
• Four mass parameters: 
• Yukawas,            , CPV phase,     , scalar mixing angle,
zeroSUSY
mb100 GeV 105 GeV decoupled
An Interesting Example
•singlet DM coupled to SM fermions via charged scalars
• DM abundance & lepton dipole moments (light sleptons), PRD (2014)
• Direct DM det. (light squark mediators) w/ Kelso, Kumar, & Stengel, PRD (2015)
• Direct DM det. (anapole moment) w/ Sinha & Teng, JHEP (2016)
• Indirect DM det. (dwarf galaxies) w/ Kumar, Teng, & Yamamoto, PRD (2016)
➜ bino DM ➜ b squarks➜b quarks
Fukushima, Kelso, Kumar, Sandick, & Yamamoto, (2014)
• Four mass parameters: 
• Yukawas,            , CPV phase,     , scalar mixing angle,
zeroSUSY
mb100 GeV 105 GeV decoupled
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An Interesting Example
Idealized Spike
Flux exceeds 
GC point source flux
An Interesting Example
Idealized Spike Depleted Spike
Galactic Center 𝛄-ray Excess
Brandon Anderson, Stockholm University | 5th Fermi Symposium 7
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E F F E C T I V E  L I K E L I H O O D
F O U RT H  G E N E R AT I O N
arXiv irf time targets joint?
1001.4531 P6 11 mo. 10 no
1108.3546 P6 24 mo. 10 yes
1310.0828 P7 48 mo. 15 yes
P8 60 mo. 15 yes x2!
L4(D|µ, {✓t}) =
Y
classes
L3(Dc|µ,{✓t}) (combine information from all psf classes)
*(combine information from all targets)
(term accounts for uncertainty in J-factor)
Data Set & Technique
[1] The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 712, Issue 1, pp. 147-158 (2010)
[2] Physical Review Letters, vol. 107, Issue 24, id. 241302
[3] Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 4, 042001 
*see talk from Alex on Wednesday, also poster 2.01
Fermi-
2
ered in Ref. [47] do not yield spectra that are compat-
ible with the obs rved emission) [3, 4, 6]. In the case
of a burst dominated by high-energy cosmic ray elec-
trons, in contrast, such an event could potentially yield
a somewhat more spherically symmetric distribution of
gamma-rays (due to their inverse Compton scattering
with radiation rather than with the disk-like distributi n
of gas) [50], although the accompanying bremsstrahlung
emission would be disk-like. It is very diﬃcult, however,
to simultaneously ac ount for the observed spectrum and
morphology of the gamma-ray excess in such a scenario.
Furthermore, the energy-dependance of diﬀusion would
lead to a more spatially extended distribution at higher
energies, in contrast to the energy-indepenent morphol-
ogy reported in Ref. [1].2
The second category of proposed astrophysical expla-
nations for the gamma-ray excess are scenarios involving
a large population of unresolved gamma-ray sources. Mil-
lisecond pulsars (MSPs) are known to exhibit a spectral
shape that is similar to that of the observed excess, and
have thus received some attention within this context [3–
8, 53]. In this letter, we discuss what is known about
the spectrum, luminosity function, and spatial distribu-
tion of millisecond pulsars in the Milky Way, and use
this information to evaluate whether they might be able
to account for the observed gamma-ray excess.
The Measured Spectra of Millisecond Pulsars: We have
recently reported measurements of the gamma-ray spec-
tra of 61 MSPs observed by the Fermi Gamma-Ray
Space Telescope, using data collected over a period of
5.6 years [54]. The best-fit spectrum of this collection
of (stacked) sources is shown in Fig. 1, and compared to
the spectrum of the observed gamma-ray excess. Over-
all, the spectral shape of the gamma-ray excess is fairly
similar to that observed from MSPs, and this comparison
has motivated an unresolved population of such sources
as a possible source of the Galactic Center gamma-ray
excess. At energies below ⇠1 GeV, however, the spec-
trum observed from MSPs is significantly softer than is
exhibited by the excess.
At this time, a few comments are in order. First, if
the observed catalog of gamma-ray MSPs is not repre-
sentative of the overall population, it is possible that
the stacked spectrum could diﬀer from that produced
by a large and unbiased collection of such objects. The
gamma-ray emission from globular clusters is dominated
by MSPs, and their spectra has often been presented as
2 When considering models which invoke extreme physical condi-
tions to account for the excess at the Galactic Center, it may be
necessary to reevaluate the contributions from pion production,
bremsstrahlung, and inverse Compton emission. In the forthcom-
ing study of Calore et al. [51], a wide range of diﬀuse emission
models are considered, accounting for a wide variety of physi-
cal conditions in the inner region of the Galaxy, finding that a
spherical excess with a profile similar to that predicted by dark
matter annihilations is preferred by the data in all models (see
also Ref. [52]).
FIG. 1: The measured spectral shape (blue error bars) and
best fit parameterizaation (blue dashed) of the stacked emis-
sion from 61 millisecond pulsars observed by Fermi [54] (black
dashed) compared to that of the observed gamma-ray ex-
cess [1] (black error bars). Also shown is the spectral shape
from the stacked emission from 36 globular clusters (red er-
ror bars) [54], and the spectrum predicted from a 35.5 GeV
WIMP annihilating to bb¯ (black solid).
that of an unbiased sample of MSPs. The spectra ob-
served from Fermi’s globular clusters (shown in Fig. 1
as red error bars [54]) is even softer than that from
MSPs [54], however, and provides a very poor fit to the
observed excess.
Prior to the study of Ref. [1] and their application
of cuts to CTBCORE [46], significant systematic uncer-
tainties complicated the determination of the low-energy
spectrum of the gamma-ray excess (for an illustrative ex-
ample, see Fig. 10 of Ref. [8]). After cutting on CTB-
CORE, however, the shape of the low-energy spectrum
is much more robust to variations in analysis procedure.
And while imperfections in the diﬀuse emission model
used may impact the spectral shape of the excess, the
variations considered in Ref. [51] do not favor the possi-
bility of a significantly softer low-energy spectrum than
was found in Ref. [1].
The Observed Distribution of MSPs in the Milky Way:
Along with many MSP detections made at radio wave-
lengths, Fermi has reported the observation of gamma-
rays from 62 MSPs. While most of these objects have
been found in or around the disk of the Milky Way, some
have also been observed to reside within globular clus-
ters. In the left frame of Fig. 2, we plot the distribu-
tion of Fermi’s MSPs on the sky. This population has
been shown to be well described by a thick disk-like dis-
tribution, with an exponential scale height of ⇠0.5-1.0
kpc [56, 57]. In the right frame of Fig. 2, we use a MSP
thick-disk distribution model fit to this population to
estimate the morphology predicted from the unresolved
members of this population (solid contours). This pre-
diction is very elongated along the disk, and does not
Cholis, Linden, & Hooper (2014)
35 GeV  WIMP
• The energy spectrum, 
morphology, and annihilation 
rate are all consistent with 
thermal WIMP dark matter 
w/ an NFW-like profile.
• Fermi Collab.: “Peaked 
profiles with long tails (NFW, 
NFW contracted) yield the 
most significant 
improvements in the data- 
model agreement.”
Fermi GC Excess?
Depleted Spike
• GC excess fit by
• Only a conflict if       is large 
(even for LARGE       )
• Contours are ~vertical!
➡ Heating timescale is critical…
Calore, Cholis, & Weniger, 
JCAP 1503 (2015)
Summary
• Is/was there a spike?  
• Depleted or not? 
• If spike is not depleted, pretty strong constraints can be placed 
on DM models, tension with dark matter explanation of GC 
excess (see also Fields Shapiro, & Shelton PRL 2014).  
• If spike is depleted, it may not be a “spike” at all anymore, and 
it really doesn’t help us say much about dark matter.
• Bottom line: Modeling of astrophysical processes that 
influence the dark matter distribution is key!
• Future: Use dark matter to learn about our galaxy (?)
Maybe.
Can’t tell
Extra Slides
Depleted Spike:
Is it a point source?
It really only looks like a 
point source for large g_sp 
(which also causes large 
r_sp).  Otherwise, what 
you’re seeing is probably 
just the fact that the profile 
falls quickly for large 
gamma_c.
Does it look like a spike?
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Core and Spike Radii
